1. _______ is spoken in many countries such as Saudi Arabia, Egypt, United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Morocco, Tunisia, etc.
   a) Arab
   b) Arabian
   c) Arabic
   d) Arabesque

2. If you were in Amsterdam, what language would you hear?
   a) Dutch
   b) Deutsch
   c) Hollandaise
   d) Netherlish

3. In England, they speak English - but what do they speak in Thailand?
   a) Thalian
   b) Thailish
   c) Thai
   d) Thailic

4. Which of the following is NOT correct?
   a) Chinese
   b) Japanese
   c) Portuguese
   d) Germanese

5. Sergey comes from Russia so his _______ tongue is Russian.
   a) father
   b) mother
   c) sister
   d) brother

6. A siesta is a little sleep in the afternoon, but which language does it come from?
   a) Spanish
   b) Spannish
   c) Spanish
   d) Spanner
ANSWERS:

1. _______ is spoken in many countries such as Saudi Arabia, Egypt, United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Morocco, Tunisia, etc.

   a) Arab – An Arab is someone whose language is Arabic and they have their origin in the Middle East.
   b) Arabian – Arabian is the adjective connected with Arabia.
   c) Arabic – Arabic is a very widely spoken language.
   d) Arabesque – Arabesque is a position in ballet!

2. If you were in Amsterdam, what language would you hear?

   a) Dutch – Amsterdam is the capital of the Netherlands, where they speak Dutch.
   b) Deutsch – Deutsch is the German word for the German language!
   c) Hollandaise – Hollandaise is a sauce made from eggs - nice with vegetables!
   d) Netherlish – Netherlish doesn't exist.

3. In England, they speak English - but what do they speak in Thailand?

   a) Thalian – 'Thalian' is not correct.
   b) Thailish – 'Thailish' is not correct.
   c) Thai – Correct. The Thai people speak Thai.
   d) Thailic – 'Thailic' is not correct.

4. Which of the following is NOT correct?

   a) Chinese – In China they speak Chinese.
   b) Japanese – In Japan they speak Japanese.
   c) Portuguese – In Portugal they speak Portuguese.
   d) Germanese – In Germany they speak German, NOT Germanese.

5. Sergey comes from Russia so his _______ tongue is Russian.

   a) father – 'Father tongue' is not correct.
   b) mother – 'Mother tongue' is correct - your native language.
   c) sister – ‘Sister tongue’ is not correct.
   d) brother – 'Brother tongue’ is not correct.

6. A siesta is a little sleep in the afternoon, but which language does it come from?

   a) Spainish – Spainish is not correct.
   b) Spannish – Spannish is not the correct spelling, how many Ns?
   c) Spanish – Correct. In Spain they speak Spanish. Siesta is a Spanish word.
   d) Spanner – A spanner is a tool used by a mechanic.

You can try this quiz online at:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/apps/ifl/worldservice/quiznet/quizengine?ContentType=text/html;quiz=1059_languages